
Unique the Unicorn
Unique was a unicorn with a rainbow mane,

An unusual creature, with an unusual name.

A bright, flowing tail and a golden horn,

Set this animal apart from the norm.

But it wasn’t just looks that set Unique apart,

This unicorn was different right from the start.

From a very young age, as a unicorn foal,

Unique had a very unusual goal.

You see, Unique was obsessed with the stars,

And Jupiter, Saturn, the Sun and Mars,

And black holes and comets and Mercury too,

And the curious craters she saw on the Moon.

Learning about space made Unique feel good.

While the other creatures were eating their food,

Unique would be star-gazing, searching the night,

For unusual objects and stars so bright.

Unique had a dream - to go into space,

The very first one from the unicorn race.

With lots of effort and determination,

Unique could be heading towards the space station!



The other animals all thought this quite odd,

An astronaut just isn’t a unicorn’s job!

But Unique was special and thought it no bother

To do something different from all of the others. 

It’s fine to be different - no matter what you do,

Stand out from the crowd and just be you.

It would simply be boring if we were all the same,

No dreams, or goals and no rainbow mane!

So Unique worked hard, studied every day,

Read about asteroids and the Milky Way.

If anyone called them an unkind word,

Unique just pretended not to have heard.

Then one day, years later, yes - you guessed it -

Unique reached for the rocket button and pressed it.

The journey into space had truly begun -

Who knew being different could be so much fun?

All creatures are different, they like different things,

Some creatures have spikes, while others have wings,

It’s the same with people - so stand out from the crowd,

Be like Unique - be yourself and be proud!


